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'White aliens': The control of European
immigration to Australia 1920-30
Michele Langfield
Australian attitudes to European immigration in the 1920s can be summed up in the
following extract from the Manchester Guardian of 14 August 1925:
. . . The average Australian, of whatever class, does in effect, limit the term
'white' to British stock, allows American and Canadian, tolerates Scan-
dinavian or Dane or French, but is doubtful about Central Europeans and
satisfied that Southern Europeans are coloured.1
Australian immigration policy since Federation had stressed the maintenance of
the British.element in the population, the introduction of British immigrants in
preference to Europeans and the encouragement of the settlement of Australia by
'white' people. The numbers of European arrivals in comparison to British had been
small. Until the 1920s, restrictions on European immigration had been neither
commonplace nor general. They had been isolated responses to particular, and at the
time perhaps threatening, political situations involving specific groups of Southern
European immigrants.2 During the 1920s, ambitious land settlement schemes were
launched by the Australian and British governments with the aim of redistributing
the population of the Empire. In view of the particular encouragement being given
to British immigrants under these very costly schemes, and the increasing number
of Europeans wishing to settle in Australia, there was a radical change in policy
regarding non-British immigrants.
In the first years after the Versailles Peace Settlement however, government
officials felt that it would be unwise to place any undue restrictions on the admission
of Australia's former European allies. In fact, the Minister for Home and Territories
(who administered the Immigration Act from 1917 until 1932) strongly believed that
any action which would discriminate against the nationals of certain European
countries involved in the League of Nations, might possibly lead to international
complications.3 On the other hand, for the first time, the Australian government
1. Cited in Report on Emigration from Malta, 1924-25, Department of the Interior File of
Papers, Correspondence Files, Class 5, Australian Archives, (hereafter AA), 'Maltese Immigration
Policy', CRS A436, item 45/5/42, Part I.
2. See M. Langfield, (1991), 'Attitudes to European Immigration to Australia in the Early
Twentieth Century', Journal of Intercultural Studies, 1.
3. Prime Minister's Department, Correspondence File, Multi-Number Series, First System,
'Immigration Encouragement, Nominated and Assisted Passages. Restriction of Non-British Im-
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2 LANGFIELD
departed from its earlier anonymous form of immigration restriction by specifically
excluding ex-enemy aliens.4 Under the Amending Immigration Act of December
1920, Germans, Austrian-Germans, Bulgarians, Hungarians and Turks were
prohibited from entering Australia for a period of five years from 2 December 1920.5
Similar Acts had been passed by the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada,
South Africa and New Zealand and were used as guides for the Australian legislation.
Europeans of other nationalities who were in sound health, of good character and
not likely to become a charge upon the public were allowed admission to Australia,
provided they possessed valid passports issued by their respective governments. In
addition, passports, endorsed in the prescribed manner, were required from that time
by all non-Britons over sixteen entering or leaving Australia.
The same Act prohibited the entry of anyone who advocated the forceful over-
throw of the Australian government or that of any other country. As a result of the
Easter Rising in Dublin in 1916 and the Russian Revolution in 1917, particular care
was taken to ensure that passports and visas were not issued to those with Sinn Fein
or Bolshevik sympathies or other political affiliations of which the Australian
government disapproved. The exclusion of people on the basis of their ideas was a
radical change from the past.6
In the early 1920s, some European countries saw emigration as a solution to
post-war problems of devastation, overcrowding and unemployment. The Federal
government received numerous enquiries about the prospects of settlement in
Australia. For example, Don Luigi Sturzo of the Italian Popular Party and Signor De
Michelis of the Italian Emigration Department, personally consulted Sir Joseph
Cook, who replaced Andrew Fisher as Australian High Commissioner at the end of
1921, on the openings for Italian peasants in Australia.7 European arrivals more than
doubled between 1923 and 1924 from 5,626 to 12332. Compared with British
immigration of 88,335 in 1924, Europeans represented about twelve per cent of the
total.8 The extent of the annual increase produced widespread unease within the
Australian community, particularly because of the high proportion of Southern and
Eastern European immigrants. Public concern was greatest where foreigners were
migrants. General Papers, 1922', AA, CRS A457. Item Q400/2. This view was still held by Prime
Minister S.M. Bruce in 1924. Argus. 19 December 1924.
4. The entry of 'enemy aliens' during the waris discussed in Prime Minister's Department
File of Papers, Annual Single Number Series, 'Immigration 1914-1916', AA, CRS A2, item
1916/3742.
5. Commonwealth of Australia Amending Immigration Act, 1901-1920; Official Year Book
of the Commonwealth of Australia, No. 14 (1901-1920), pp. 1038-40; Prime Minister's Department
Correspondence File, Multi- Number Series, Second System, 'Immigralion Restriction. Later
Papers in Action, 1920-1925', AA, CRS A458, item P156/1 Attachment A.
6. Ibid; Attorney-General's Department, Correspondence File, Annual Single Number
Series, 'Deportation of Aliens and Dangerous Elements', AA, CRS, A432, item 29/4129.
7. Argus, 2 May 1922; N. Randazzo and M. Cigler, 1987, The Italians in Australia, AE
Press, Melbourne, pp. 98-99.
8. Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia, (1901-1925), No. 18, p. 946.
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"WHITE ALIENS' 3
most visible such as in the mining areas of Kalgoorlie and Broken Hill and on the
canefields of North Queensland where the increasing numbers of Italians and
Maltese led to many protests.9
There appears to have been considerable public support at this time for a dual
immigration policy of encouraging British while restricting European immigrants.
One writer to the Argus suggested that 'the most practical scheme in order to keep
our White Australia as British as possible would be to limit the proportion of foreign
migrants to the number of British in any one year — say a quarter — and of that
quarter, give a preponderance to the Nordic races'.10 The 'Victorian division of the
New Settlers' League passed a resolution to urge the Federal government to control
by agreement the flow of immigrants from Southern Europe and increase by
inducements (extensive propaganda, cheaper fares, etc.) the flow of British im-
migrants. One member, E £ . Keep, argued that 'it was necessary that Australia be
kept as clean as possible'.11 Other indications of public perceptions of European
immigration at the time are the repeated use of words such as 'foreign', 'alien',
'influx' and 'invasion' in the contemporary sources.
The increase in the number of potential European immigrants was partly due to
the favourable articles on Australia written by British press magnate, Lord
Northcliffe, which were reprinted in European newspapers. The improvement in the
Australian economy was another contributing factor. Most importantly, however,
some Southern and Eastern Europeans turned to Australia when the Johnson Act of
1921 and the Johnson-Reid Act of 1924 restricted their entry into the United States.
The arrivals however, were never as high as expected.
Before framing its own policy on European immigration, the Federal government
communicated with the United States immigration authorities about their experience
on the relative desirability of certain European nationalities.12 Australian policy-
makers were familiar with American procedure and the reasons behind it. Official
and private publications were sent from the United States Immigration Bureau to the
Commonwealth of Australia during the 1920s. The writing of Jens Lyng and
government enquiries such as the Queensland Ferry Report of 1925 testify to the
existence of similar racial preferences in the United States and Australia.13 That
9. These protests came from unionists or from societies such as the Royal Society of St
George. See The Brisbane Courier, 4 November 1924; Sydney Morning Herald, 16 December 1924;
Argus, 22 August, 24 November and 16, 17, 29, 31 December 1924; Age, 8 January 1925; AA, CRS
A457, item Q400/2, loc.cil. and AA, CRS A458, item P156/1, Attachment A, loc. cit; R. Broome,
1984, The Victorians Arriving, Fairfax, Syme & Weldon Associates, p. 151; J. Lyng, 1939, The
Scandinavians in Australia, New Zealand and the Western Pacific, Melbourne University Press in
association with Oxford University Press, Melbourne, p. 29 and N. Randazzo and M. Cigler, The
Italians in Australia, p. 978.
10. Letter to the Argus by Arthur Wills, published 29 November 1924.
11. Ibid., 18 December 1924.
12. Prime Minister's Department, Correspondence File, Multi-Number Series, First Sys-
tem, ' Immigration Encouragement. Absorption of Continental Peoples, 1922', AA, CRS A457, item
K400/2.
13. See J. Lyng, 1927, Non-Britishers in Australia, Macmillan in association with Mel-
bourne University Press, Melbourne, especially pp. 7-24; 'Report of the Royal Commission on the
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4 LANGFIELD
immigration should be based on these preferences was generally accepted at the time.
Although methods of restriction differed, there were certainly parallel lines of
thought in the two countries after the First World War. Similar factors hastened the
move towards the regulation of European immigration:
• the belief in the superiority of Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic 'races' ;
• the concern for 'racial purity' and the growing influence of the eugenics move-
ment;
• the fear that European workers would lower wage levels;
• the belief that some nationalities were less law-abiding than others;
• the fear of socialism, communism and anarchism; and
• the belief that too many immigrants with different customs would undermine the
traditional American or Australian way of life.14
Australian immigration officials feared that the United States legislation would
lead to large numbers of undesirable immigrants being diverted to Australia.15 In
order to guard against this, and in response to public pressure, the Australian
government adopted a variety of measures designed to regulate the entry of those
who were in the United States reportedly difficult to assimilate and who also seemed
unwelcome in Australia The following section contains a close examination of these
administrative practices — passports, visas, permits, landing-money requirements
and quotas — with some discussion of the reasons for their introduction and their
effectiveness. The aim of all these measures was to limit numbers rather than to
prohibit entry. In this way, not just the white, but the British character of the
Australian population could be preserved. While the dictation test operated much
as before as far as Asian immigrants were concerned, administrative techniques
were increasingly used to regulate 'white', non-British immigration.16 The two
systems operated side by side. There was power under the Immigration Act either
through the new passport-visa system (discussed below), or if necessary, through
the provisions of the dictation test, to prevent the entry of undesirable im-
migrants. In addition, amendments to the Immigration Act between 1924 and
1929 contained clauses relating to 'white aliens'. This very term must have been
invidious to those to whom it was directed, mainly Italians, Greeks, Yugoslavs
and Poles.
Two major techniques were employed. The first was the imposition of quotas
which were not necessarily made public so that their existence was often unknown
to immigrants. The system was fairly flexible and, to a limited extent, a surplus in
Social and Economic Effect of the Increase of Aliens in North Queensland', 1925 (hereafter the
Ferry Report), Queensland Parliamentary Papers, 1925, vol. III, pp. 25-52.
14. J.F. Kennedy, 1964, A Nation of Immigrants, revised and enlarged edition, Harper &
Row, New York, pp. 75-76.
15. C.A. Price, 1963, Southern Europeans in Australia, Oxford University Press, p. 90.
16. M. Willard, 1923, History of the White Australia Policy to 1920, Melbourne University
Press, p. 125; A.T. Yarwood, 1958, 'The Dictation Test: A Historical Survey', Australian Quarterly,
XXX, p. 25; A.C. Palfreeman, 1958, 'The End of the Dictation Test', Ibid., XXX, pp. 46-47.
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'WHITE ALIENS' S
one year could be used to offset a deficiency in another.17 The second technique, a
landing-money requirement, was far more rigid, although exceptions were made. It
was well-publicised and designed to deter European immigrants.
Before the system of landing money came into operation, the immigration of
certain Europeans, such as Yugoslavs and Greeks, was controlled by the visa system.
British Consular authorities granted only a certain number of visas for Australia each
year. Gradually, they began to confine the granting of visas to those holding landing
permits (issued by the Federal government to nominated immigrants) or to those
who possessed a certain amount of landing money which before 1924, was at least
£10. Both implied that the immigrant could survive economically until he or she
found work. In 1923, however, Australia became a party, in common with other
British self-governing Dominions, to a reciprocal arrangement for the abolition of
visa requirements, made by the British government with the governments of France,
Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden and Norway. With the possible
exception of Italy, these countries, after Great Britain, were generally considered as
suitable sources of immigrants.18
Throughout this period, Italians occupied a special position with regard to
immigration within the British Empire. This was because of the existence of a Treaty
of Commerce between Great Britain and Italy, signed on 15 June 1883, which since
that time had been binding on the Australian colonies and the states since Federation.
Article 13 of the Treaty provided that:
The subjects of each of the Contracting Parties who shall conform themsel-
ves to the laws of the country... Shall have full liberty, with their families,
to enter, travel or reside in any part of the dominions and possessions of the
other Contracting Party . . .
This provision, together with the 1923 agreement for the mutual abolition of visas
described above, made it extremely difficult for the Australian government to control
Italian immigration. It caused particular concern since the numbers of Italian
immigrants far exceeded those of other European nationalities and officials con-
sidered that they could become a burden on the community. Numbers could only be
controlled by the landing money requirement and by special requests to the Italian
government not to issue passports to intending Italian emigrants unless they were
17. Quotas have been described by C.A. Price as "fixed limits placed on the number of any
one nationality, occupation or class that may leave or enter a country in a given period of time" in
Southern Europeans in Australia, pp. 87, 91. An example of flexibility in the quota system can be
seen in late 1924 when 49S Yugoslavs arrived on one ship having set sail just before restrictions
were introduced. As a result, the government decided to limit Yugoslavs to SO rather than 100 per
month for the next three months. Argus, 19 December 1924.
18. Other countries were later included: Liechtenstein in 1927; the Netherlands and
Germany in 1930; Austria in 1932; Czechoslovakia in 1934; and Spain and Portugal in 1937. There
were further additions in 1938 when a new Passports Act superseded that of 1920. Official Year
Books of the Commonwealth of Australia; Memorandum, 21 November 1941, Department of
External Affairs, Correspondence File, Alphabetical Series, 'Migration Restrictions: Australia -
Italian Policy, 1920-1941 ', AA, CRS A981, item Migration 48.
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6 LANGFIELD
nominated by friends or relatives in Australia who would look after them after
arrival.19
For those Europeans least desired in Australia, the visa system still operated, in
conjunction with numerical limits. In the case of Maltese, the 1920 quota of 260 per
year was increased to 393 in 1922, being the balance of the quotas of 1920 and 1921
not used.20 In late 1923, owing to strong representations by the British and Maltese
governments, Cabinet approved the abolition of the quota of 260 per annum on the
understanding that the Maltese government would observe the following safeguards
and regulate the issue of passports as follows:
(a) illiterate Maltese had to obtain special permission to enter Australia which was
only granted where nominators were prepared to provide work for them;
(b) Maltese without nominators in Australia who had not obtained special permis-
sion from the Australian authorities, in addition to the usual conditions of health
and character, had to speak colloquial English and possess at least £10 on arrival;
(c) no more than twenty Maltese could disembark at any one port in Australia from
the same ship or during the same month.
Government memoranda state that these provisions were 'to guard against an
influx of Maltese who may have been stranded if they came in greater numbers than
could readily be absorbed'. The number which could be absorbed was difficult to
establish but there was no real basis for the fears. Although it was possible for 80 to
100 to arrive in Australia each month, or 1,200 each year under provision (c), Maltese
arrivals fell well below this level. In view of this condition, which despite the
shipping difficulties involved, the Maltese Emigration Department strictly observed,
the Maltese still regarded themselves as being on a quota. Maltese, and also some
British emigration officials, saw the quota as an undeserved stigma, contributing to
anti-British feeling in Malta. They objected to the principle of British subjects of
'white race' being treated as 'aliens'.21
C.A. Price has argued that the new limit only resulted in a small increase of
Maltese immigrants from about 200 per year to 360. Thus while the earlier quotas
were in operation, they probably affected less than 500 people over the three years.22
19. Ibid., Prime Minister's Department, Correspondence File, Multiple Number Series,
Second System, 1923-1934, 'Queensland Royal Commission on Aliens', AA, CRS A458, item
L156/3. Australia unsuccessfully tried to withdraw from the Anglo-Italian Treaty early in 1910 but
the attempt was opposed by the Italian government. Colonial Office Records, Australian Joint
Copying Project, (hereafter COR, AJCP), CO/418, Foreign Office Correspondence, Reel No. 4196,
Piece No. 85.
20. These arrangements did not include any stipulation as to the apportionment of Maltese
between the different states (see below). Department of the Interior, File of Papers, 'Maltese
Migration Policy', Part I, AA, CRS A436, item 45/5/42; Memorandum to the Prime Minister on
Maltese Policy, 28 June 1922, Prime Minister's Department, Foreign Section (Pacific), External
Relations, 'Documents October 1921-June 1923', AA, CRS A2219, Item vol. 27. See also B. York,
1986, The Maltese in Australia, AE Press, Melbourne, p. 67.
21. Prime Minister's Department, Correspondence File, Multi-Number Series, Second
System: 'Immigration Policy: Admission of Maltese', AA, CRS A458, item G156/2, Parts I and II.
22. C. A. Price, Southern Europeans in Australia, p. 87.
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•WHITE ALIENS' 7
This was partly due to the high cost of passage and partly because, despite the
pressure of population on the islands, the number of Maltese wishing to come to
Australia was small.23 When agitating for the removal of the above provisions in
1927, the Premier of Malta, Dr Mifsud, gave the assurance that, should the restric-
tions be removed, the number of Maltese immigrants would not exceed that formerly
permitted. In spite of these arguments, the request was not granted owing to the
general feeling in the Australian community against the Maltese as immigrants.
Some recognition, however, was given to Maltese rights as British nationals. When
after 1924, foreigners were required to land with at least £40, the Maltese were still
only required to possess £10 landing money.24
The restrictions on Maltese immigrants were extended to other Southern
Europeans by an Amending Immigration Act passed in 1924. Price claims that this
was partly the result of unemployment amongst Italians over the previous two years
but the evidence for this is fairly scanty.25 The Italian Consul-General, Antonio
Grossardi, took great care to avoid such unemployment. Nevertheless, there was fear
of Italian competition and an over-supply of labour amongst cane farmers and cutters
in North Queensland. Thus there was a large degree of economic motivation on the
part of those agitating for controls on Italian immigration. The new Act provided that
those who, in the opinion of an officer, were likely to become a charge upon the
public, through insufficient means of support or from any other cause, were to be
prohibited. Price has pointed out that although a similar clause existed in the Act of
1901, the government had been reluctant to apply this clause to Europeans after they
had entered the country. Owing to the agreement with Italy whereby passports were
not to be issued to those likely to become a burden upon the state, these powers at
first were- not used.26
It was against this background of a substantial increase in Italian immigration and
fear of economic competition, together with growing opposition to non-British
labour, particularly from the Australian Workers' Union, that the Queensland govern-
ment appointed a Royal Commission in 1924.27 Its purpose was to enquire into the
23. B. York attributes this to the increasing prejudice faced by Maltese in Australia as well
as discrimination in employment, especially where the system of 'British preference' was practised
since the Maltese were not treated as British. York, The Maltese in Australia, pp. 66-69.
24. Letter from Dr Mifsud, Premier of Malta, to Lionel Hurley, Deputy Director, Com-
monwealth Immigration Office, 21 June, 1927, Prime Minister's Department, Correspondence File,
Multi-Number Series, Second System, 'Immigration Policy, Admission of Maltese, 1926-27, AA,
CRS A458, item, G156/2, Part III. Another limited concession after 1926 was a short-lived scheme
whereby the government paid one-third of the fare for wives of Maltese who had successfully
established themselves in Australia. B. York, The Maltese in Australia, p. 67.
25. C. A. Price, Southern Europeans in Australia, p. 88 and see N. Randazzo and M. Cigler,
The Italians in Australia, pp. 99-100.
26. C.A. Price, Southern Europeans in Australia, pp. 88-90; Official Year Book of the
Commonwealth of Australia, (1901-1925), No. 19, p. 945; AA, CRS A981, item Migration 48,
loc.cit.
27. Opposition came from a wide variety of sources, including the RSSILA, the ANA and
many individual unions. For example, see reports of deputations in Prime Minister's Department,
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8 LANGFIELD
social and economic effect of the increase in the number of 'aliens' in that state.
Although the Report (known as the Ferry Report after Commissioner T.A. Ferry)
dealt with other Southern Europeans, it focussed mainly on Italians and Greeks and,
while reinforcing racial stereotypes, especially the distinctions between Northern
and Southern Italians, came to similar conclusions as those reached in earlier
enquiries into Italian labour in 1902 and 1904 in Western Australia. The evidence
suggested that Italian workers did not undercut wage rates and conformed to both
the industrial and the social standards of the British.28
Late in 1924, an increasing number of South-Eastern Europeans, particularly
Poles, Yugoslavs, Greeks and Albanians arrived in Australia without funds, having
no relatives or friends to look after them and no immediate prospects of obtaining
work. One hundred and eleven Poles, 1,933 Yugoslavs and 2,028 Greeks arrived in
1924, in each case, more than double the number for the previous year. South-Eastem
Europeans were at a disadvantage in finding work because of their general inabili ty
to speak or understand English. Government sources stated that 'a considerable
number' became a charge upon state funds and charitable institutions.29 The govern-
ment was also informed that ships which previously engaged in the North American
trade were being diverted to carry Southern Europeans to Australia. Grossly mis-
leading statements regarding employment opportunities and high wages were ap-
parently being circulated by shipping agents in Yugoslavia and Albania.30 Shipping
companies were subsequently requested to warn their agents to discontinue such
propaganda. As a result of these discoveries and the public concern, the government
decided that every 'alien'immigrant arriving after 31 March 1925, must possess £40
landing money, unless maintenance wasguaranteed by an Australian residentof good
Correspondence Files, Multi-Number Series, Second System, 'Immigration Encouragement, Policy
Resolutions 1922-1930', AA. CRS A458, item H154/7 and Argus, 11 April 1922, 6 January 1923.
28. The Ferry Report, loc.cit., pp. 15,16. Ferry at the time was under-secretary of the Chief
Secretary's Department in Brisbane, well-known for his skill in assessing evidence. His report was
notable chiefly for its superficiality and naivety. See C.A. Price, Southern Europeans in Australia,
pp. 204-6; W.D. Borrie, 1954, Italians and Germans in Australia. F.W. Cheshire, Melbourne,
pp. 108-13; J. Lack and J. Templeton (eds), 1988, Sources of Australian Immigration History Volume
1:1901-1945, History Department, University of Melbourne, pp. 118- 9; N. Randazzo and M.
Cigler. The Italians in Australia, pp. 102-3 and B. Nairn & G. Serie (eds), 1981, Australian
Dictionary of Biography, Melbourne University Press, vol. 8, pp. 488-9.
29. There is evidence of 25 Greeks "stranded at Broken Hill" Argus, 27 August 1924 and
of the arrival in Newcastle, NSW, in August 1924 of twenty Serbians, nine of whom found work at
the local steelworks. The others, unable to speak English, roamed about the streets dependent upon
the local inhabitants for food. They possessed copies of advertisements, allegedly published by the
Commonwealth government, to the effect that any immigrants arriving in Australia would be
provided with immediate employment. Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates (hereafter CPD),
House of Representatives, (hereafter HR), CVIII, 1924, pp. 3541-2; CIX, (Bruce) 7 October 1924,
pp. 5184, 5477 and see J. Lyng, Non-Britishers in Australia, p. 238. There were also press reports
of destitute Italians, Yugoslavs and Albanians in Perth and Kalgoorlie and of 1,200 Yugoslavs on
their way to Australia in late 1924. Argus, 27, 29 November and 5, 9 December 1924.
30. Prime Minister's Department, Correspondence files, Multiple Number Series (Second
System), 'Immigration Encouragement, Migrants from the USA. (1924-33)', AA, CRS A458, item
0154/17.
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•WHITE ALIENS' 9
standing.31 This was a substantial deterrent.32 In addition, arrangements were made
through the British diplomatic channels with the Consular and passport officers of
several South-Eastem European countries, to limit the number of visas for Australia.
Albanians, Greeks and Yugoslavs were limited to 1,200 per year for each nationality
as for the Maltese, while the number of Italians was limited to those who could 'easily
be absorbed into the economy' ,33
Fears of further increases in the level of 'white alien' immigration, as a result of
United States legislation which came into effect on 1 July 1924, led to demands for
increased restrictions in parliament and in the press. The government was urged to
adopt a quota system on the United States model. These proposals were rejected
because of the expense involved in establishing an immigration service for Australia
in Europe and because of the likelihood of giving offence to foreign countries.34
Unlike the United States, Australia did not have the consular controls or the
administrative network in place. Instead, special statutory powers were introduced
in the Amending Act of 1925, based largely on the Canadian Immigration Act of
1919. Thus precedents existed in other Western nations for the major changes
brought about by the 1925 Australian legislation. The Governor-General was given
the power to prohibit by proclamation, either wholly or subject to numerical limits,
the immigration to Australia of 'aliens' of any specified nationality, race, class or
occupation:
(a) on the grounds of the economic, industrial or other conditions existing in the
Commonwealth;
(b) if the immigrant were deemed to be unsuitable for admission; or
(c) if he were thought unlikely to be readily assimilated or to assume the duties or
responsibilities of Australian citizenship within a reasonable time after entry.
While ground (a) could not cause offence since it related to the internal conditions
of the country, the same cannot be said of grounds (b) and (c). It was perhaps for this
reason that these powers remained inoperative. Moreover, since the United States
legislation did not result in the expected large numbers of Southern and Eastern-
European immigrants being diverted to Australia, there was no need to invoke such
31. Ibid., Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1901-1925, No. 19, p. 945.
S. D. Rutland claims in two articles that these were the first restrictions on European immigrants.
The foregoing makes clear that this was certainly not the case. See 'Jewish Immigration to New
South Wales 1919-1939', in Australian Jewish Historical Society Journal and Proceedings, 1973,
VII, 5, p. 340 and 'Australian Responses to Jewish refugee migration before and after World War
II , Australian Journal of Polilics and History, 1985, 31, 1, p. 29.
32. For the fare to Australia and the landing money, a labourer required approximately £80
or at least a year's earnings in order to emigrate. See R. Broome, The Victorians Arriving, p. 152.
33. This was not a figure which was specifically determined and was largely a matter of
perception butin practice was a maximum of 5,000 Italians per year. C.A. Price, Southern Europeans
in Australia, p. 90; Argus, 3, 5 December 1924; A.H. Charteris, 'Australian Immigration Policy' in
P.H. Phillips & G.L. Wood (eds), 1930, The Peopling of Australia, First Series, Melbourne
University Press, p. 89.
34. Ibid.
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10 LANGFIELD
powers. Owing to the fear of the spread of communism and fascism during these
years, power was also given in the 1925 Act to deport 'aliens* whose actions were
considered contrary to the peace and good government of the country.35 Rüssel Ward
has written that the 1925 Act was rushed through Parliament in order to deport
immigrants who broke Federal arbitration or commercial laws; that it was aimed
specifically at Tom Walsh and Jack Johnson, officials of the Australian Seamen's
Union, originally Irish and Dutch respectively.36
The power of the Government to deport undesirable citizens for political
propaganda had been used earlier in 1918 and there was an important principle
involved. Australians claimed the right to select immigrants and to control the
resident population through the right of expulsion of those who later proved to be
questionable residents. On 9 July 1918 Tom Barker, Thomas Dillon and Alexander
Rosen thal were deported to Chile by the order of the Australian Minister of War, for
agitating against the government and for belonging to 'a dangerous organisation'
(the Industrial Workers of the World).37 There were some serious repercussions
including objections from the Chilean government followed by a press campaign
against the admission of undesirables and requests that the matter be referred to the
Joint Aliens and Nationality Committee. Representations to the Commonwealth
government also came from the Colonial Office in Great Britain. To expel British
subjects from British soil and send them to a country to which they did not belong
was a violation of an accepted international system. If the British Empire declined
to accept responsibility for receiving and controlling British subjects, it was impos-
sible to expect foreign governments to accept a similar responsibility in relation to
their own nationals. The incident prompted the Chilean legislature to take measures
to prevent outcasts from other countries being stranded in Chile with no support.38
The same principle obviously applied in 1925 to European immigrants who had
adopted Australia as their homeland and who had already been accepted into the
country. As it happened, the attempt to deport Walsh and Johnson proved unsuccess-
ful when the High Court ruled that they could no longer be considered immigrants
having resided in Australia for thirty-two and fifteen years respectively.39
The restrictions on ex-enemy aliens were lifted on 2 December 1925, with the
exception of Turks who remained prohibited immigrants. It has been difficult to
establish precisely why the restrictions on Turks were maintained. It was natural that,
35. Official Year Book, of the Commonwealth of Australia, (1901-1925), No. 19, p. 945.
36. R. Ward, 1981, A Nation for a Continent. The History of Australia, 1901-1975,
Heinemann Educational Australia, pp. 159-60. Other writers support this, for example, L.F.
Fitzhardinge, 1979, William Morris Hughes, A Political Biography, Part II, The Little Digger,
1914-1952, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, p. 544.
37. Tom Barker stated that he was expelled from Australia for speaking to a crowd on the
subject of military service to which he was strongly opposed. See ibid, pp. 201 -2.
38. Correspondence from Home and Foreign Offices, 24, 25 March 1919, COR, AJCP,
CO/418, Reel No. 4269, Piece No. 173, p. 635; Reel No. 4277, Piece No. 182, pp. 361. 403; Reel
4278, Piece No. 183, p. 210.
39. R. Ward, A Nation for a Continent, p. 160.
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•WHITE ALIENS' 11
after the experience of the Gallipoli campaign, Australians should feel a certain
hostility towards Turks. Colonial Office Records suggest that subjects of the Ot-
toman Empire in previous years had been prevented from entering Australia since
they were the cause of trouble (the nature of which was unspecified) to the govern-
ment and had no consulate.40 The 'trouble' presumably related to an incident at
Broken Hill on New Year's Day 1915, when two Turks shot at a train-load of
picnickers, killing four and wounding several others, an incident which led to
increased fear of 'enemy aliens' during the war.41 This still seems an insufficient
explanation for the continued exclusion of one nationality while other bitter enemies
of the past were once more admitted. It is more likely that Turkish religious beliefs,
especially marriage conventions, were thought to pose problems of assimilation.
Turks were regarded as Asian rather than European and an occasion had presented
itself which conveniently permitted their exclusion, or continued exclusion, on racial
and/or religious grounds.
To summarise, in addition to the usual requirements of sound health, good
character and the possession of a valid passport, new categories had been added to
the Immigration Restriction Act during the 1920s, specifically aimed at restricting
certain European nationalities. Unlike the United States restrictions however, these
measures had very little effect. Although there was an increase in Italian immigration,
immigration levels for other Europeans fell well below quotas in the period from
1924 to 1929. The quota limits of 1,200 per year for Maltese and Albanians were
never reached. Only Yugoslavs and Greeks exceeded the limit, the former in 1926
and 1927, the latter in 1927.42
The nature of immigration restriction had changed radically since the days before
World War One. By the mid-1920s, the hierarchy of acceptable and unacceptable
immigrants was more firmly established in administrative practice. Unacceptable
immigrants were prohibited by legislation from entering the country. The preferred
immigrants were being encouraged by over-ambitious schemes of land settlement
Those between these two categories were subject to numerical limits and conditions,
the severity of which depended upon their place in the hierarchy of desirable
additions to the population. Despite the existence of these limitations, in most cases
the Europeans who were feared as a threat to the Australian way of life did not wish
to come in large numbers and rarely exceeded the quotas. The exception was Italian
immigration.
With over 7,000 arrivals in 1927, Italian immigration assumed what was regarded
by officials as unsatisfactorily large proportions. This posed a dilemma for the
government in view of the 1883 Treaty of Commerce. The Prime Minister, S.M.
Bruce, discussed the matter with the Consul-General for Italy in order to reduce the
40. Despatch from the British Consul in Cairo, 5 March 1913, COR, AJCP, CO/418, Reel
No. 4221, Piece No. 118, pp. 217-21.
41. I. Turner in F.K. Crowley (ed), 1974, A New History of Australia, William Heinemann,
Melbourne, p. 318.
42. Greeks averaged about 700 per year, Mallese about 300 and Albanians about 100. C. A.
Price, Southern Europeans in Australia, p. 91; Sydney Morning Herald, 6 June 1929, p. 11.
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12 LANGFIELD
number for 1928 to 3,000. There had been no precise limit for Italians before this
time. In order to control numbers and to ensure that the immigrants would be cared
for on arrival, the Consul-General introduced a system of nominated papers (Atti di
Chiamata) in 1928, to be completed by the nominator and endorsed by an Italian
Consul. These had to be presented by the nominees in Italy before the authorities
there would issue them with passports for Australia. Although there was no formal
agreement, the Consul-General consented to the suggested ceiling for 1928.43
From the arrival figures for Italians of 3,163 in 1928, and 2,044 in 1929, it would
appear at first sight that this 'gentlemen's agreement' had been highly successful.44
On closer examination, however, other factors may have been more significant.
During 1928, the Italian government introduced strict emigration laws which al-
lowed nominations to be accepted only for close relatives of those already settled in
Australia, such as wives, children, parents, unmarried or widowed sisters or
grandparents. (This also applied to intending emigrants for other countries.) These
regulations largely accounted for the considerable falling off in Italian immigration
to Australia.45 Although the various restrictions imposed on Southern Europeans
appeared to be successful in regulating numbers as desired, Price claims that other
forces determined the trends and the Australian measures merely followed these,
accentuating the overall effects.46 The major force was undoubtedly the world-wide
economic depression which imposed serious economic restraints on all immigration
to Australia
In 1928, owing to the rising level of unemployment, the Bruce-Page government
felt compelled to halve the quota for Albanians, Greeks and Yugoslavs. The restric-
tive policy of the Italian government at this time was thus welcomed. When the
Scullin Labor government assumed office in 1929, the quotas were halved again.
Although Northern European applicants were subject to Ministerial discretion in
relation to landing-money requirements from time to time, their numbers, never high,
decreased considerably after 1928.47 As financial and industrial conditions wor-
sened, even those inducements given to British immigrants ceased. More severe
measures were taken in 1930 to restrict European immigration. By the Immigration
Amendment Act of that year, landing permits were to be issued to 'aliens' of any
43. CPD, HR, S.M. Bruce, 29 May 1928, vol. 118, p. 5269. Such a limit would bring the
numbers back to the average of 5,000 per year after the record number of over 7,000 in 1927.
44. It was arrival figures rather than net immigration figures which determined policy and
influenced contemporary opinion. Yet the figures for net immigration are even more striking. For
1928, 1, 374; for the following year, 90. Memorandum, AA, CRS A981, item Migration 48, loc.cit.
45. Commonwealth government files suggest, that they were imposed by the Fascist
government in order to build up the Italian population. They lasted only until 1930, however, when
the government was forced to allow unemployed Italians to seek opportunities elsewhere. Ibid.;
C.A. Price, Southern Europeans in Australia, p. 92.
46. Ibid., p.94.
47. Attorney-General's Department, Correspondence File, Annual Single Number Series,
'White Alien Immigration, (1937)', AA, CRS A432, item 38/390; Prime Minister's Department,
Correspondence File, Multi-Number Series, Third System, 1934-50, 'Migration — Foreign
Countries; Europe- General, 1936-1947', AA, CRS A461, item A349/3/5.
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'WHITE ALIENS' 13
nationality only if they were close dependent relatives of those already resident in
Australia. Special cases were considered on their merits.48 All non-British immigra-
tion was controlled through the British visa system. Quotas, which by 1930 applied
to Albanians, Greeks, Yugoslavs, Poles, Czechs, Estonians, Bulgarians, Italians and
Maltese in one form or another, thus gave way to more rigid forms of control.49
The intense desire in many quarters to maintain a 'white Australia' led not only
to the active encouragement of British immigrants but to the restrictions and
regulations upon European immigration in the period under review. These restric-
tions took two forms. Statutory powers of exclusion and restriction were conferred
through the legislation embodied in the successive amendments to the Immigration
Act. At the same time, independent of these statutory powers and behind the public
facade, administrative techniques were used to limit further and control 'white alien'
immigration. These techniques, such as quotas and the discretionary power of the
Minister to limit visas and landing permits, changing in response to economic
conditions and public opinion, were perhaps more important in the government's
policy of ensuring Australia's racial purity. For in the inter-war period, the perceived
threat was no longer from Asian immigration but from 'white aliens'. There was no
real threat, however, to the principle of British preference or to the British
preponderance of the population.
Department of Language and Culture Studies,
Victoria College, Toorak Campus
48. Special cases included those with a considerable amount of capital or experts required
for some special industry. Official Year Book of the Commorwealth of Australia, 1901-1931, No. 24,
p. 678.
49. There was some doubt, in view of the 1883 treaty, as to whether the landing-permit
system could be applied to Italians. There is not the space here to elaborate but it was generally
accepted that intending immigrants had to conform to the laws of the country which included the
Immigration Act. Thus from 1 December 1933, Italians were required to complete Form 40, the
application form of the Department of Home Affairs, and obtain landing permits as in the case of
all other 'aliens' before entering Australia. The Atto di Chiamata then bore an endorsement regarding
the corresponding landing permit. Memorandum on Italian Immigration to Australia, AA, CRS
A981, item Migration 48, loc.cit. The change in 1933 was partly the result of the desire in Italy for
more effective screening of emigrants. See G. Cresciani, 1980, Fascism, Anti-Fascism and Italians
in Australia. 1922-1945, Australian National University Press, Canberra, p. 70.
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